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Food rescue in our Centre
The Centre of Sustainable development`s
kitchen `Omakuppi` receive surplus food from the local
supermarket (300 metres from us) We collect/pick up the
surplus food of the supermarket every morning from the
supermarket by van.
We receive almost daily products labeled "Best before date" or
"Use-by-date", which are useful as described below.
We get from the supermarket
-a lot of Surplus bread
>good ones we serve in our lunch
>surplus we give to our workers and worker’s horses for free
>bad bread goes to the compost
Our kitchen: www.omakuppi.fi
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Food rescue in our Centre
• A lot of fruits, vegetables and herbs
 We use only good parts of them in Omakuppi smoothies
and salads
 The bad parts in compost
 Extra good ones we give for our employees and horses
for free
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The difference between best before date and use-by
date
Best before date
means the day a product or food item may show signs of
spoilage, like losing usual structure or taste. After best before
date the product might still be perfectly fine. You can evaluate it
with your senses – smell and taste the product. Best before date
is in relation to the quality of the item, not a risk of spoilage or
sickness. Best before date is usually marked on food items
stored in room temperature but also on milk and milk products.

Use-by date
is stricter. Food items labeled with use-by dates must be used
by that date. Use-by dates are used in products in which
spoilage is easy to evaluate. Eating these spoiled foods may
increase a risk of getting sick. Use-by dates are common on
food items packed in vacuum or protective atmosphere, for
example on fish, chicken and meat packages.
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Surplus food is sorted and
stored properly in the
refrigerator, freezer or
cabinet.

We make delicious salads,
smoothie and use it in cooking.
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Surplus food on a tray
Milk

Vegetables in soup, meat
when it is available

Smoothie

Salad
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Berry soup

Because we get so much fruit, vegetables,
herbs and bread, we give the rest to our
employees for free.

We also get products that are out of
the store sales range.
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Warm surplus food from the lunch restaurant
On weekdays in the afternoon, we get surplus lunch food at the lunch
restaurant in Oulu, Maikkula. The lunch food is served hot immediately to the
employees. We get lunch food and bread. You can also bring food in your own
dish. Food is free for employees.
Food containers
are transported
in heat boxes
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Composting
Any food waste that is not used and
can be composted and will be
exported to compost

Heat composters are m3/unit. Compost
including reed, bio waste, garden waste
and chain saw chips. The materials are
quickly composted and produce heat.
Worms are added to the cooled
compost. Compost gives us good soil in
less than a year
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Composting
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Employees in our Omakuppi kitchen
2-3 wage support employees
1-2 rehabilitative workers

Food cooking
Ancillary tasks

More information:
Kati Nurmentie
Project Manager
kati.nurmentie@kekekeskus.fi
p. +358 44 713 2213
Satu Mörsäri
Supervisor
satu.morsari@kekekeskus.fi
p. +358 44 0341320
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